Specifications

a) Hospi-Shadowline Suspended Cubical Bedscreen Rails
CODE: SK/S21
Natural anodised (10 micron) extruded profile H/S 43353 formed to accommodate bed closures-complete with 12 runners per linear meter, end stops, spacers and wall mountings. Installed at a height of 2.1m from the finished floor level or ceiling fix as per the Architect's request.

b) Hospi-Shadowline Clip Ceiling Fix Cubical Bedscreen Rails
CODE: SK/CFix
Natural anodised (10 micron) extruded profile H/S 43353 formed to accommodate bed closures-complete with 12 runners per linear meter, end stops, spacers and wall mountings. Fittings to ceiling or hospital curtain track, secured through suspended ceiling grid system and supported from roof truss tie beams or concrete slab. Alternatively fixed to suspended ceiling main and cross tees.

c) Dreamline/Silverline
CODE: DL/282
Natural Anodised (10 micron) extruded profile H/S282467- formed to accommodate bed closures complete with 12 runners per linear meter. Fixing method to ceiling as per the manufactures instructions.

d) Hospi-wheel runners (Blue spec)
Rolling wheel runners for Cubical Bedscreen Rails 14 off runners per linear meter- Stainless Steel axle with rollers on either side for easy gliding.

e) Hospi-Slick Drip Rails
CODE: H/S/DRI-3
Natural anodised (10 micron) extruded profile H/S/2897 formed in straight lengths from 1m-3m, including stop ends. Fixing: Direct to ceiling including timber supports 50x50x38- SA Pine.

f) Hospi-Telescopic Intravenous Drip Hangers
CODE: H/T/D
Polished 304 Stainless Steel system- comprising of Teflon handle and release button on shaft complete with 4 hooks. The above Telescopic Intravenous Drip Hanger is manufactured with varying hooks for specific uses. 
1) Code D/H/T2: (2 hook)- General Ward
2) Code D/H/T4: (4 hook)- High Care/ICU Ward
3) Code D/H/T6: (6 hook)- Trauma/ICU Ward

g) Hospi-4 wheel Trolleys
CODE: HT/4WO1
Natural anodised (10 micron) Trolley with 4 off free running trolley wheels.
h) **Hospi-Track Waterproof Curtains and Bedscreen Curtains**

**CODE: SH/FWC.2M**

*Waterproof curtains:* Manufactured in polyester. This fabric is fully washable and water proof shower curtains. Colour as per client’s request.

**CODE: H/T/BS1900**

*Cubical Curtains:* Manufactured in a poly-cotton, non-iron, fully washable material @ a ratio of 1:25 to the length of the Bedscreen Rail. Colour as per client’s request.

**Specifications for Cubical Curtains**

**Option 1**

**CODE: H/T/BS1900**

Poly-cotton, non-iron, fully washable fabric @ ratio 1:25 to the length of Bedscreen Rail.

**Option 2**

**CODE: H/T/BS100/9**

100% Poly-cotton coated block-out, fully washable, non-iron fabric. This is ideal for window curtains.

**Option 3**

**CODE: H/T/BS/N100/9**

Bedscreen Curtain manufactured with air-vented netting, fixed to top of Bedscreen Curtain approximately 300mm below the ceiling fixed Cubical Bedscreen Rail.

**Anti- bacterial, non-stain and fire retardant finishes available for curtains on request.**

i) **Vertical Blinds**

Vertical Blinds are standard 127mm or 90mm veins in the different group classifications. Client to select.

A selection of other blinds are available such as roller blinds, block-out blinds and venetian blinds.

j) **Hospital Equipment**

Bumper rails, grab rail systems etc. Stainless steel kitchen equipment i.e. basins, bowls, trolleys, pinning boards, x-ray viewing screens, bathroom accessories i.e. dispensers etc. We also supply all items for architectural ironmongery products e.g. locks etc.

k) **Lighting**

Our product philosophy is to design and supply modern, stylish and technologically advanced fittings that deliver high efficiency, maximize target illumination, save energy and reduce costs. A wide range of LED fittings suitable for indoor and outdoor Architectural environments including signage, landscape and industrial high bay areas are available from LED Illuminations many of which are supplied with 3 years limited warranty providing the customer with peace of mind.